Dustcover, Coil-over Strut (Service-7)

Non-Coil-Over Instructions
Slide the dustcover down over the strut. The top of the dustcover should be seated around the strut shoulder.

This bellows-style dustcover fits Bilstein and MM monotube struts, and is small enough to fit completely inside a 2.5" coil-over spring. We recommend that dustcovers be used at all times to prolong strut life. Replaces standard Bilstein strut dustcover. Sold individually.

Supplemental Instructions
- Vehicles equipped with Maximum Motorsports MMCO-1 Front Coil-over Kits require modification to the dustcover.
- Refer to your Ford Service Manual for removal and installation of strut.

MM Coil-Over-Equipped Instructions
Using a power sander or grinding wheel, remove the lip of the dustcover until it rests completely below the strut shoulder.